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Context: The injury incidence rate among runners is approximately 50%. Some individuals have advocated using an anterior–foot-strike pattern to reduce ground reaction forces and injury rates that they attribute to a rear–foot-strike pattern. The proportion of minimalist shoe wearers who adopt an anterior–foot-strike pattern remains unclear.

Objective: To evaluate the accuracy of self-reported foot-strike patterns, compare negative ankle- and knee-joint angular work among runners using different foot-strike patterns and wearing traditional or minimalist shoes, and describe average vertical-loading rates.

Design: Descriptive laboratory study.

Setting: Research laboratory.

Patients or Other Participants: A total of 60 healthy volunteers (37 men, 23 women; age = 34.9 ± 8.9 years, height = 1.74 ± 0.08 m, mass = 70.9 ± 13.4 kg) with more than 6 months of experience wearing traditional or minimalist shoes were instructed to classify their foot-strike patterns.

Intervention(s): Participants ran in their preferred shoes on an instrumented treadmill with 3-dimensional motion capture.

Main Outcome Measure(s): Self-reported foot-strike patterns were compared with 2-dimensional video assessments. Runners were classified into 3 groups based on video assessment: traditional-shoe rear-foot strikers (TSR; n = 22), minimalist-shoe anterior-foot strikers (MSA; n = 21), and minimalist-shoe rear-foot strikers (MSR; n = 17). Ankle and knee negative angular work and average vertical-loading rates during stance phase were compared among groups.

Results: Only 41 (68.3%) runners reported foot-strike patterns that agreed with the video assessment (κ = 0.42, P < .001). The TSR runners demonstrated greater ankle-dorsiflexion and knee-extension negative work than MSA and MSR runners (P < .05). The MSA (P < .001) and MSR (P = .01) runners demonstrated greater ankle plantar-flexion negative work than TSR runners. The MSR runners demonstrated a greater average vertical-loading rate than MSA and TSR runners (P < .001).

Conclusions: Runners often cannot report their foot-strike patterns accurately and may not automatically adopt an anterior–foot-strike pattern after transitioning to minimalist running shoes.
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Key Points
- Accuracy of self-reported foot-strike patterns for runners wearing minimalist running shoes was poor.
- A cohort of runners who wore minimalist shoes for at least 6 months demonstrated a rear–foot-strike pattern and potentially increased ground reaction force rates of loading.
- Runners using a rear–foot-strike pattern and wearing traditional shoes demonstrated more overall knee excursion, greater knee-extension negative work, and greater ankle-dorsiflexion negative work than runners wearing minimalist shoes, regardless of foot-strike pattern.

More than 19 million individuals run for exercise in the United States.1 Annually, the incidence of overuse running injuries averages 50%, with nearly half of those injuries occurring at the knee.2,3 Greater vertical ground reaction force loading rates and vertical impact peak recently have been associated with increased injury risk in runners with a history of tibial stress fractures,4 patellofemoral pain,5 and plantar fasciitis.6 Greater braking forces also have been associated with tibial stress fracture.7,8

Several biomechanical researchers9–12 have observed that most runners demonstrate a rear–foot-strike pattern. Rear–foot-strike running, with the heel making initial contact with the ground, has been associated with greater knee-joint loading13 and greater initial vertical-loading rates than running with a more anterior–foot-strike pattern.9 Running with an increased stride frequency may reduce knee-joint loading.14 Greater knee-joint loading, measured in greater negative work for the knee extensors, may contribute to the increased incidence of knee-joint injuries among runners.
Using a more anterior-foot-strike pattern in traditional or minimalist footwear may result in less knee-joint loading and possibly more ankle-joint loading with potentially fewer knee-joint overuse injuries, with or without an increase in ankle and foot overuse injuries. We propose that angular work at the knee and ankle joints is a variable that may indicate stress imposed on soft tissues (eg, muscle-tendon forces), as well as articular contact forces at these joints.

Whereas habitual barefoot running has been characterized by more anterior initial foot contact,\(^9,15-17\) shorter stride lengths, and greater stride frequency,\(^18,19\) Hatala et al\(^12\) recently reported on a cohort of habitual barefoot runners who demonstrated a rear-foot-strike pattern. Some runners who wear minimalist running shoes have demonstrated mechanics similar to those of barefoot runners.\(^17\) However, the assumption that all runners who wear minimalist shoes will use an anterior-foot-strike pattern may not be accurate. McCarthy et al\(^20\) observed that 50% of runners continued to demonstrate a rear-foot-strike pattern 2 weeks after transitioning to minimalist running shoes. Many runners may believe they have adopted a more anterior-foot-strike pattern when they are still heel striking. Continuing to use a rear-foot-strike pattern after transitioning to minimalist footwear or running in bare feet may lead to potentially injurious vertical ground reaction force rates of loading. To our knowledge, no researchers have investigated the accuracy of self-reported foot-strike patterns of runners who habitually wore traditional or minimalist shoes for at least 6 months. We also are unaware of any comparisons of joint loading (measured in angular work) between runners in traditional and minimalist footwear with different foot-strike patterns. Therefore, the purposes of our study were (1) to evaluate the accuracy of self-reported foot-strike patterns between runners wearing traditional and minimalist running shoes, (2) to compare negative ankle- and knee-joint work among running groups, and (3) to compare average vertical loading rates (AVLR; ie, the slope of the impact phase of the vertical ground reaction force curve) among groups of runners using different foot-strike patterns and shoe types. Although we were unsure of the accuracy of self-reported foot-strike patterns, we hypothesized that they would not be different between runners who wore traditional running shoes and runners who wore minimalist shoes. We expected that runners who used an anterior-foot-strike pattern would demonstrate less negative work at the knee joint and more negative ankle plantar-flexion work than runners who used a rear-foot-strike pattern. We also hypothesized that runners using a rear-foot-strike pattern would demonstrate greater AVLR than runners using an anterior-foot-strike pattern, irrespective of shoe type. We also compared groups for running speed, knee and ankle excursion, step frequency, and maximal vertical ground reaction force to clarify our interpretation of the results for the primary study variables.

METHODS

Participants

A total of 89 runners volunteered for the study (Figure 1). To be considered runners, volunteers had to run a minimum of 12 miles (19.2 km) per week. We excluded 2 runners who had incomplete data collection, 2 runners who ran in bare feet, and 25 runners who specifically stated they had an anterior-foot-strike pattern but were trained formally in the Chi or Pose running style. Chi and Pose running styles require multiple adaptations to running form outside of foot-strike pattern (eg, postural alignment, hips ahead of feet in midstance, knees bent at impact, no heel striking).\(^21\) Runners who described themselves as Chi or Pose runners and had received formal training in either of these running styles were analyzed in a separate study because we did not want formal training in a particular running form to be a confounding variable.

Sixty runners from 3 groups were included in the data analyses: (1) runners who wore traditional shoes and had a rear-foot-strike pattern (TSR; \(n = 22\)), (2) runners who wore minimalist shoes and had an anterior-foot-strike pattern (MSA; \(n = 21\)), and (3) runners who wore minimalist shoes and had a rear-foot-strike pattern but self-reported that they had an anterior-foot-strike pattern (MSR; \(n = 17\); Table 1 and Figure 1). Traditional shoes were defined as motion-control, stability, or cushioning shoes with a greater than 10-mm drop from heel height to forefoot height. Minimalist shoes were defined as any shoes that were very flexible, contained minimal supportive features, and had a heel-to-forefoot drop of 4 mm or less per the specifications listed on the Web site of the respective shoe manufacturer. The principal investigator (D.L.G.) made the determination based on the manufacturer’s specifications and his assessment of minimalist shoes that were folded easily in half and twisted along their longitudinal axes with minimal resistance to deformation. Data concerning shoe type and models were obtained for the minimalist shoe groups during the interview before data collection.

Exclusion criteria were a lower extremity injury or low back pain that limited lower extremity function for the 3 months preceding the study. Participants reported using the...
same shoe type for at least 6 months before this study. Runners in the minimalist-shoe groups had worn minimalist footwear for more than 50% of their weekly mileage for at least 6 months before inclusion in the study. Exclusion criteria were barefoot running, a history of lower extremity or lumbar surgery, or pregnancy in the 6 months before the study. All participants provided written informed consent, and the study was approved by the institutional review boards at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Womack Army Medical Center, Fort Bragg, North Carolina.

Data Collection

Data were collected during a single visit in which participants had 39 reflective markers affixed to their shoes, medial and lateral ankles, legs, medial and lateral knees, posterior thighs, greater trochanters, iliac crests, and sacrum in a fashion similar to an established marker set.22 We instructed them to stand still on the treadmill for 1 second while we obtained a static calibration of the full marker set. Next, 14 markers were removed to allow for data collection during the running trials.

During data collection, we instructed participants to run for 5 minutes at a comfortable self-selected speed in their preferred running shoes. Reported running pace was used as a target speed. The principal investigator accelerated the treadmill gradually until the runner stated that he or she was comfortable with the pace. Participants were not able to view the speed display. The principal investigator did not insist participants run at their reported training paces. One attempt was performed in all cases. The first 4 minutes were used for participants to acclimate to the treadmill.23–25 Data collection consisted of five 3-second trials during the final minute of running.26,27 To reduce measurement bias, participants were blinded to exactly when data were being collected.

Running was conducted on the right belt of a split-belt instrumented treadmill (model TM-06-B; Bertec Corp, Columbus, OH) with force plates sampling data at 1200 Hz.25,28 Three-dimensional kinematic data were captured using an 8-camera Vicon Nexus MX40+ system (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, Centennial, CO) sampling at 240 Hz.29–30 A Sony Handycam (model HDR-CX150; Sony Corp, Park Ridge, NJ) sampling at 60 Hz was positioned perpendicularly to the treadmill to obtain lateral views of runners to confirm foot-strike patterns.

Data Reduction

Data processing and reduction were performed using a customized computer program package (MS3D 2010; Motionsoft Inc, Washington, DC).31 The data-smoothing methods and smoothing settings for ground reaction forces, free moment, and coordinates of center of pressure were selected after an analysis of the signal-to-noise ratios, frequency spectrums, and patterns of the signals.32 Additional details of the data-filtering settings were included in a previous report.21

An inverse-dynamics approach was used to calculate joint moments. Data were averaged across 5 strides for each participant and averaged with data from other runners in the same group. After the initial data processing, we calculated average joint angles, joint angular velocities, ground reaction forces, internal net joint moments, and net joint power files (force $\times$ velocity) from normalized individual trial data. Normalization was conducted on the first 5 stance phases captured from the first 3-second running periods. Force was normalized to body weight (BW) ($\times$ BW). Joint moments were normalized to the product of body height (BH) and BW ($\times$ BH $\cdot$ BW). Joint powers were normalized to watts per the product of BH and BW ($\times$ W / [BH $\cdot$ BW]). Work was normalized to joules per the product of BH and BW ($\times$ J / [BH $\cdot$ BW]). Loading rates and angular work variables were computed using nonnormalized time data.

Angular work was defined as $T \times \theta$, where $T$ is torque and $\theta$ is angular joint displacement, or $I \times \alpha \times \theta$, where $I$ is the mass moment of inertia of a segment, $\alpha$ is angular acceleration, and $\theta$ is angular joint displacement. Negative work was computed through the duration of the stance phase by integrating all periods of negative power.

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Subjective Data (N = 60)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Statistical Tests&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TSR (n = 22)</td>
<td>MSA (n = 21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td>12 (54.5%) men</td>
<td>17 (80.9%) men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 (45.5%) women</td>
<td>4 (19.1%) women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>34.6 ± 10.7</td>
<td>35.4 ± 7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = 0.02, $P = .98$</td>
<td>F = 0.02, $P = .98$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, m</td>
<td>1.73 ± 0.09</td>
<td>1.77 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = 3.07, $P = .054$</td>
<td>F = 3.07, $P = .054$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass, kg</td>
<td>68.1 ± 12.3</td>
<td>73.0 ± 11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = 0.32, $P = .73$</td>
<td>F = 0.32, $P = .73$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time using current running shoe type, mo</td>
<td>91.1 ± 61.2</td>
<td>24.4 ± 17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = 16.67, $P &lt; .001$</td>
<td>F = 16.67, $P &lt; .001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported weekly mileage, km/wk</td>
<td>41 ± 23.2</td>
<td>41.8 ± 16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = 0.29, $P = .75$</td>
<td>F = 0.29, $P = .75$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported training pace, min/km</td>
<td>4:58 ± 0:37</td>
<td>5:22 ± 0:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = 0.59, $P = .56$</td>
<td>F = 0.59, $P = .56$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-selected running speed in laboratory, min/km&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6:03 ± 1:01</td>
<td>5:51 ± 0:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = 0.84, $P = .44$</td>
<td>F = 0.84, $P = .44$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: MSA, runners wearing minimalist shoes and using an anterior–foot-strike pattern; MSR, runners wearing minimalist shoes and using a rear–foot-strike pattern; TSR, runners wearing traditional shoes and using a rear–foot-strike pattern.

<sup>a</sup> Chi-square analysis was conducted on sex proportions, and 1-way analyses of variance were conducted on other descriptive statistics variables to assess differences among groups.

<sup>b</sup> The degrees of freedom for the $F$ values are not reported because this output was unavailable to the authors after study completion.

<sup>c</sup> Reported training pace was faster than self-selected running speed in the laboratory ($t = 11.39, P < .001$).

<sup>d</sup> Indicates difference.
Negative work was calculated to determine how much kinetic energy was dampened at the ankle and knee joints. Concentric work (ie, the integral of positive power) was not compared in this analysis.

Vertical-loading rates were based on the relationship between nonnormalized time and normalized ground reaction force measured in units of BW. Average vertical-loading rate was defined as the slope of the vertical ground reaction force curve from 20% to 80% of the stance time from initial contact to impact peak7,33 (Figure 2A) or, in the absence of an impact peak, from 3% to 12% of the stance phase (Figure 2B). Vertical ground reaction force data were extracted from the normalized force-plate data using custom MATLAB software (The MathWorks, Inc, Natick, MA). Initial contact was defined as the instant when vertical ground reaction force consistently measured more than 0 N, and toe-off was defined as the instant when vertical ground reaction forces were no longer positive.

Additional variables obtained to help explain the clinical implications of the lower extremity work and vertical ground reaction force variables were running speed, ankle and knee angular excursion during stance (maximal minimal angle), step frequency, and maximal vertical ground reaction force during stance phase. When total joint excursion differed among groups, joint-excursion curves were investigated to ascertain where differences were located.

Foot-strike pattern was determined using the 60-Hz video camera that provided a lateral view of each runner. This was used to confirm rear–foot-strike patterns for TSR or to place minimalist shoe runners into either the MSA or MSR group. Two physical therapists (D.L.G., M.T.G.) with more than 40 years of combined clinical experience separately evaluated the video of each runner. Foot-strike patterns were categorized into 2 groups: rear–foot-strike pattern and anterior–foot-strike (nonrear–foot-strike) pattern based on the location of initial foot contact relative to the ankle joint.

Data Analysis

We computed a priori power calculations using G*Power software (version 3.1.2; Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany) for a medium effect size ($\eta^2 = 0.25$), the $\alpha$ level was set at .05 for the primary variables of interest (AVLR, joint work variables), and the study was deemed to be adequately powered with an estimated sample size of 20 runners per group. Kinematic and kinetic sex differences have been observed in the sagittal plane,35,36 as well as in the frontal and transverse planes.36,37 Differences observed in kinematic and kinetic variables may have been affected by sex differences. Therefore, sex was selected as a covariate due to the differences in sex proportions noted among the groups of runners. We conducted univariate 1-way analyses of covariance on the biomechanical variables using self-selected running speed and sex as covariates in the analysis.

Foot-strike pattern was determined using the 60-Hz video camera that provided a lateral view of each runner. This was used to confirm rear–foot-strike patterns for TSR or to place minimalist shoe runners into either the MSA or MSR group. Two physical therapists (D.L.G., M.T.G.) with more than 40 years of combined clinical experience separately evaluated the video of each runner. Foot-strike patterns were categorized into 2 groups: rear–foot-strike pattern and anterior–foot-strike (nonrear–foot-strike) pattern based on the location of initial foot contact relative to the ankle joint.

When the physical therapists disagreed, the presence or absence of an impact peak in the vertical ground reaction force curve was used to determine rear–foot or anterior–foot-strike pattern, respectively. Running with a rear–foot-strike pattern is associated with the presence of impact peaks, whereas running with an anterior–foot-strike pattern may eliminate the presence of an impact peak.9,34

Data Analysis

We computed a priori power calculations using G*Power software (version 3.1.2; Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany) for a medium effect size ($\eta^2 = 0.25$), the $\alpha$ level was set at .05 for the primary variables of interest (AVLR, joint work variables), and the study was deemed to be adequately powered with an estimated sample size of 20 runners per group. Kinematic and kinetic sex differences have been observed in the sagittal plane,35,36 as well as in the frontal and transverse planes.36,37 Differences observed in kinematic and kinetic variables may have been affected by sex differences. Therefore, sex was selected as a covariate due to the differences in sex proportions noted among the groups of runners. We conducted univariate 1-way analyses of covariance on the biomechanical variables using self-selected running speed and sex as covariates in the analysis.

The Tukey honestly significant difference test was used for pairwise comparisons when omnibus analyses of covariance were different.

Group mean age, height, mass, average weekly mileage, average training pace, and length of time using the particular type of running shoe were compared using 1-way analyses of variance. Sex proportions among groups were compared using $\chi^2$ analysis. Reported training pace was compared with self-selected running speed on the treadmill using a paired-samples $t$ test.

The actual foot-strike pattern and reported foot-strike pattern from the descriptive data interview were compared among groups using $\chi^2$ analysis and $\kappa$ coefficients. We also
Usable data were obtained from 60 participants (21 MSA, 21 TSR, 18 MSR) who completed the study. Participants ranged in age from 19 to 68 years with a mean age of 28.3 years. Differences in sex proportions were observed between the MSA, TSR, and MSR groups (Table 1). Minimalist shoe wearers from the MSA and TSR groups had an anterior–foot-strike pattern was 90.9% (20 of 22). Two runners wearing traditional shoes reported using an anterior–foot-strike pattern; TSR, runners wearing traditional shoes and using a rear–foot-strike pattern, but all 22 runners wearing traditional shoes demonstrated a rear–foot-strike pattern. The percentage agreement between the 2 investigators who evaluated slow-motion videos for foot-strike pattern was 98.3% (κ = 0.96, P < .001), with disagreement on only 1 participant. On our review of the kinetic data, this runner did not demonstrate an impact peak on his vertical ground reaction force curve.7,31 Slow-motion animation of the runner demonstrated that the point of application of the resultant ground reaction force vector (center of pressure) was located anteriorly to the ankle-joint center, which was consistent with an anterior–foot-strike pattern. Therefore, the participant was included in the MSA group. The MSR group demonstrated greater AVLR (105.67 ± 35.68 BW/s) than the TSR (68.55 ± 15.45 BW/s; P < .001) and MSA (54.48 ± 30.90 BW/s; P < .001) groups (Table 2 and Figure 2B). No differences were detected among groups for maximal vertical ground reaction force (F = 1.67, P = .20).

### Foot-Strike Patterns and Loading Rates

Only 41 runners (68.3%, κ = 0.42, P < .001) accurately reported their foot-strike patterns before data collection. Video-assessed foot-strike pattern differed from the reported pattern (χ² = 16.15, P < .001). The percentage agreement among traditional shoe wearers who thought they had a rear–foot-strike pattern was 90.9% (20 of 22). Two runners wearing traditional shoes reported using an anterior–foot-strike pattern, but all 22 runners wearing traditional shoes demonstrated a rear–foot-strike pattern. The percentage agreement in the minimalist shoe group who thought they had an anterior–foot-strike pattern was 57.5% (23 of 40), whereas 42.5% (17 of 40) demonstrated a rear–foot-strike pattern. Percentage agreement between the 2 investigators who evaluated slow-motion videos for foot-strike pattern was 98.3% (κ = 0.96, P < .001), with disagreement on only 1 participant. On our review of the kinetic data, this runner did not demonstrate an impact peak on his vertical ground reaction force curve.7,31 Slow-motion animation of the runner demonstrated that the point of application of the resultant ground reaction force vector (center of pressure) was located anteriorly to the ankle-joint center, which was consistent with an anterior–foot-strike pattern. Therefore, the participant was included in the MSA group.

### Work Variables

The TSR runners (−0.004 ± 0.008 J / [BH × BW]) demonstrated greater ankle-dorsiflexion negative work (ADNW) than MSA (−0.001 ± 0.001 J / [BH × BW]; P = .03) and MSR (−0.001 ± 0.001 J / [BH × BW]; P = .04) runners (Table 2). The TSR runners also demonstrated greater knee-extension negative work (KENW) (−0.332 ± 0.11 J / [BH × BW]) than MSA (−0.161 ± 0.133 J / [BH × BW]; P < .001) and MSR (−0.227 ± 0.138 J / [BH × BW]; P = .01) runners. The MSA runners (−0.523 ± 0.227 J / [BH × BW]; P < .001) and MSR runners (−0.429 ± 0.195 J / [BH × BW]; P = .01) demonstrated greater ankle-dorsiflexion negative work (ADNW) than MSA (−0.001 ± 0.001 J / [BH × BW]; P = .03) and MSR (−0.001 ± 0.001 J / [BH × BW]; P = .01) runners.
plantar-flexion negative work (APNW) than TSR runners ($-0.315 \pm 0.131 \text{ J} / [\text{BH} \times \text{BW}]$).

Self-selected running speed was not different among the 3 groups ($F = 0.84, P = .44$); however, reported training pace was faster than self-selected running speed on the laboratory treadmill ($t = 11.39, P < .001$). The average reported training pace was approximately 3.0 to 3.2 m/s (4:58 to 5:36 min/km) in all 3 groups. Actual self-selected running speed in the laboratory ranged from 2.7 to 2.9 m/s (5:50 to 6:03 min/km) for each group. Step frequency differed among groups ($F = 3.27, P = .02$; Table 2).

The TSR group demonstrated less ankle excursion during stance phase (19.84° ± 3.26°) than the MSA group (24.10° ± 7.22°, $P = .008$). The most obvious difference occurred at initial contact (Figure 3), with the TSR group contacting the ground with the ankle in more dorsiflexion than the other groups. Ankle excursion for the MSR group did not differ from the other 2 groups. The TSR group demonstrated greater total knee excursion during stance phase (25.88° ± 5.18°) than the MSA group did (19.87° ± 5.43°, $P = .001$). The major difference in angle occurred during midstance (Figure 4).

**DISCUSSION**

**Foot-Strike Patterns and Loading Rates**

The accuracy of self-reported foot-strike pattern was poor for runners who wore minimalist running shoes. After video assessment, we identified a cohort of 17 runners who wore minimalist shoes for a minimum of 6 months, reported running 46.3 km/wk, and demonstrated a rear–foot-strike pattern with vertical-loading rates that have been associated with injury in previous studies.5–7,38–42 At the time of study conception, the prevailing thinking was that runners who wore minimalist running shoes automatically would transition to using an anterior–foot-strike pattern.17 Minimalist footwear is marketed to imply that runners will alter their running forms and adopt an anterior–foot-strike pattern when they begin using the product. However, researchers20 have reported that 8 of 16 (50%) runners recently introduced to minimalist shoes still used a rear–foot-strike pattern after 2 weeks of accommodation. Our findings support the concept that runners who wear minimalist running shoes do not transition automatically to an anterior–foot-strike pattern. Specifically, the MSR runners reported wearing minimalist shoes for a mean of 29.5 months and reported no history of injury in the 3 months before enrolling in the study. Both the existence of the MSR group and the fact that these runners demonstrated AVLR greater than previously demonstrated by runners with a history of injury surprised us.

Based on the findings of Milner et al,7 Pohl et al,6 and Davis et al,5,38 the increased average vertical ground reaction force loading rates in the MSR group (105.67 BW/s) may place this group at higher risk for injury (Figure 5).
These authors used similar methods for calculating AVLR: the slope of the vertical ground reaction force curve from 20% to 80% of the time to impact peak. They gave no descriptions for calculating AVLR in the absence of an impact peak. Researchers have observed AVLR between 60 and 70 BW/s in healthy runners, which is consistent with the MSA and TSR groups. The AVLR greater than 70 BW/s have been associated with tibial and metatarsal stress fractures and AVLR greater than 72 BW/s have been linked to patellofemoral pain syndrome. Runners with histories of these injuries, therefore, should be cautioned against wearing minimalist shoes if they cannot adopt an anterior–foot-strike pattern.

These results suggest that the increased AVLR observed in MSR runners may be a combination of a rear–foot-strike pattern and the lack of cushioning in the rear foot of their shoes. The fact that we did not observe a difference in average AVLR between the TSR and MSA groups suggests that the observed differences are not merely due to foot-strike pattern. The greater AVLR of the MSR group may be problematic because these runners also were wearing minimalist shoes, which reduce plantar contact area and increase calcaneal contact pressure.

The vertical ground reaction force curves of all MSR and TSR runners in this study contained impact peaks. No MSA vertical ground reaction force curves contained impact peaks. These findings support data reported by Lieberman et al.

**Work Variables**

Runners in the MSA group demonstrated less ADNW and KENW than the TSR group. These results may have important clinical implications for runners who want to avoid recurrence or promote resolution of anterior chronic exertional compartment syndrome or knee-joint injuries, respectively. The MSA runners also demonstrated greater APNW, perhaps making this combination of running shoe and foot-strike pattern undesirable for runners with current or previous Achilles tendinopathy injuries. The pattern of negative ankle work in the first 10% of the stance phase is determined primarily by the location of the external vertical ground reaction force vector.

We observed 2 distinct patterns in the TSR and MSA groups depending on whether the vertical ground reaction force vector was located anterior or posterior to the ankle-joint axis. A dorsiflexed ankle at impact places the vertical ground reaction force vector posteriorly to the ankle-joint axis. A plantar-flexed ankle joint at impact places the ground reaction force vector anteriorly to the ankle joint and requires additional APNW. The MSA runners may have attenuated the vertical ground reaction forces using ankle-joint motion because they demonstrated the greatest amount of ankle-joint excursion.

We are unaware of “safe” and “potentially injurious” levels of ankle- and knee-joint negative work values. Further research is needed to compare ADNW between healthy runners who have a rear–foot-strike pattern and runners who have a history of anterior chronic exertional compartment syndrome and a rear–foot-strike pattern during treadmill and overground running. Researchers should quantify APNW for healthy individuals running barefoot or in minimalist shoes and for runners with a history of chronic Achilles tendinopathy. Further investigation is also needed to examine the association of KENW in runners with and without a history of pathologic knee conditions.

The TSR runners demonstrated greater ADNW and KENW than the other 2 groups. Greater ADNW may be related more to the additional posterior flare present on traditional running shoes and to the rear–foot-strike pattern. Knee-joint angles were similar at initial contact (Figure 4), but the orientation of the ankle at impact and the additional rear-foot cushioning in the traditional shoes placed the vertical ground reaction force vector of the TSR group posteriorly to the knee at initial contact. A ground reaction force vector oriented more posteriorly to the knee creates an external knee-flexion moment that must be countered by an internal knee-extension moment. Greater knee excursion in the TSR group contributed to the greater KENW and attenuation of the vertical ground reaction force through the knee joint. Again, these findings were more associated with shoe type than with foot-strike pattern. Greater KENW may indicate greater force generation in the knee-extensor muscle group or greater angular velocity in the knee joint. Increased knee-extension force may lead to greater compressive forces at the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joints. Increased contact pressure at these joints may lead to the degradation of articular cartilage and is consistent with the increased prevalence of knee injuries that are self-reported by runners who wear traditional shoes and who also demonstrate a rear–foot-strike pattern.

The MSR runners, however, used increased ankle excursion and increased APNW to reduce the vertical ground reaction force loading rate. Arendse et al. also observed reduced KENW and greater APNW in a group of Pose runners who used a forefoot-strike pattern compared with runners who used either a midfoot or rear–foot-strike pattern.

The MSR runners demonstrated less ADNW than the TSR runners and less APNW than the MSA runners. Biomechanically, a simplified explanation for this location of the ground reaction force is that MSR runners contacted the ground in less dorsiflexion than the TSR runners. This contact position likely placed the ground reaction force vector closer to the ankle-joint center. Traditional running shoes with greater heel thickness beneath and posterior to the heel may increase the moment arm for the ground reaction force at the ankle joint. The MSR runners who contacted the ground in less dorsiflexion than TSR runners, coupled with reduced shoe–heel thickness, may have reduced the plantar-flexion moment arm from the ground reaction force, resulting in the reduced negative dorsiflexion work for this group. Whereas this method of analysis is associated with some error because the vertical ground reaction force imposes moment on the ankle and the ankle reaction force imposes moment on the knee, the reduced APNW in the MSR group compared with the MSA group was likely due to foot-strike pattern because shoe type was similar between these groups.

**Study Limitations**

Instructing runners who are accustomed to overground running to run on a treadmill can influence kinematic and kinetic gait characteristics. Repeating this study over...
ground with greater numbers of male and female runners would be beneficial to validate these results.

We affixed reflective markers over the posterior heel, lateral heel, and fifth metatarsal head of runners with a variety of shoes. The varying thickness of traditional and minimalist shoes coupled with the movement of the foot inside the shoe may have contributed to error in our data. Our 2-dimensional method of characterizing foot-strike pattern is a limitation of this study, but we believe the investigation by Altman and Davis supports our methods. These authors stated that 2-dimensional slow-motion video data from a standard video camera might lead to an even greater ability to determine foot-strike pattern than the foot-strike angle method.

CONCLUSIONS

Accuracy of self-reported foot-strike pattern was poor for runners who wore minimalist running shoes. We identified a cohort of runners who wore minimalist shoes for a minimum of 6 months and self-reported an anterior-foot-strike pattern; however, more than 40% actually demonstrated a rear-foot-strike pattern and were at risk for potentially injurious rates of ground reaction force loading. We also observed that runners who used a rear-foot-strike pattern in traditional shoes demonstrated more overall knee excursion, greater KENW, and greater ADNW than runners wearing minimalist shoes, regardless of foot-strike pattern.
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